
VINTAGE PORT   ALL PRICES ARE SHOWN IN SWISS FRANCS AND INCLUDE VAT 

A Vintage Port represents outstanding quality. Only the best years produce the finest wines which 

are declared as vintages. Not all growers necessarily declare vintages in the same year and in those 

years when growers do declare a vintage, strict rules govern the granting of approval prior to Vintage 

Port being bottled and sold.  

 

Drinking & storage notes: 

Store: Lying down with label or flash up. Cool (13° - 14°C) with constant temperature 

and constant humidity (ideally 80% - 90%) and away from direct light 

Drinking well: Drink young vintages up to 15 years old. Between 15 years and 20 years some 

wines go through a “dumb” phase where flavours may not be at their best. 

Drink the lighter vintages as from 20 - 25 years of age. Heavier wines may be 

kept for well over 30 or 40 years  

Before drinking:  Allow to stand for 2 hours to allow sediment to settle. Older vintages should 

stand for 2 to 3 days in the cellar before opening  

Serving temperature: 17°C (try slightly cooler until you find the perfect temperature) 

 

Serve: Filter carefully and decant before serving. Vintages over 30 years of age  will 

not benefit from  decanting  

After serving: Drink within a few hours of opening. Vintage Port will quickly lose its aromas 

and flavours. Drink and enjoy with friends or select a half bottle for your own 

enjoyment 

Pair with: Young vintages: Rare steak, cheese, chocolate, dessert (not too sweet) or on 

its own 

 Older vintages: Dried fruits and a wide variety of unsalted nuts (walnuts, 

macadamia and similar). Some people enjoy a good cigar with a Vintage Port

 



Our short-list of recommended young vintages     75 cl   

2009   Quinta de la Rosa     69.00 

2013   Quinta do Vesuvio     69.00 

2013   Dow’s single quinta vintage    74.00 

2011   Dow´s (A top favourite & a stunning year)  250.00 

2007   Dow’s (Wine Spectator 100 pts)   175.00 

2007   Fonseca      109.50 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                            

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Our short-list of recommended mid-aged vintages    75 cl  37.5cl 

2003   Taylor’s  (Parker 100 points)    142.95 

2003   Quinta do Vesuvio     89.00 

2003   Quinta do Noval     112.10 

2000   Churchill      80.50            

1994   Quinta de la Rosa     155.50  
(Sold per bottle in presentation box with corkscrew, thermometer & drip stop)     
  

1998       Dow’s Quinta da Senhora da Ribeira    89.00   
 (Sold as 6 bottles in beautiful original wooden box for Fr. 534)      
       
1997   Quinta Nova de Nossa Senhora    99.50 

1997   Quinta do Vesuvio     125.00 

1991   Quinta do Noval     179.50  

1980   Dow’s       164.00 

1985   Taylors       149.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Late Bottled Vintage (LBV) 

These tend to be vibrant and refreshing wines with interesting characters, having been barrel 

matured in port barrels known as pipes for 4-5 years before bottling. Despite the name this is not 

vintage Port although LBV may originate from declared vintage years. All LBV is ready to drink when 

bottled and may improve in the bottle if unfiltered. However, it is not a wine intended for long term 

cellaring. Our list shows the currently available years, but these may change.  

Drinking & storage notes: 

Store:   Lying down (if unfiltered or marked “Traditional”) 

Drinking well:  When bottled 

Before drinking:  Allow to stand for 30 – 45 minutes to allow sediment to settle (if unfiltered) 

Serving temperature: 15°C (try slightly cooler until you find the perfect temperature) 

Serve: Filter before serving. A silver Port filter is a perfect accessory but not 

necessary to enjoy Port 

   Decanting your LBV  is not necessary 

After serving: Keep in refrigerator for up to 6 weeks. Alternatively, stand bottle in cool 

location away from sunlight and heat sources. Allow to reach correct 

temperature before serving 

Our short-list of recommended LBVs      75 cl   

2009  Quinta de la Rosa      34.00  

2011  Quinta de la Rosa      34.00 

2002  Smith Woodhouse      32.00   

  

 

 



Aged Tawny 

These are examples of Port wines which do not stem from a particular year but are instead blended 

using the style of each Port House. Blending is a very difficult task as the aim is to maintain consistent 

flavour and character from one year to the next. Between Port Houses there are major differences in 

the taste and texture of wines of the same category and this provides a great opportunity of tasting 

several tawnies of the same age from different Port Houses.  

 

Drinking & storage notes:  

Store:   Standing 

Drinking well:  Open  within one year of purchase  

Before drinking:  Open bottle immediately. No need to stand before opening 

Serving temperature: 17°C or cooler if you prefer 

Serve: Decanting is not necessary but an older tawny may benefit from breathing in 

the glass  when the bottle is first opened 

After serving: Keep in refrigerator for up to 6 weeks. Alternatively, stand bottle in cool 

location away from sunlight and heat sources. Allow to reach correct 

temperature before serving 

 

 

 

 

 



Our short-list of recommended 10 year old tawnies    75 cl 

Quinta de la Rosa “Tonel 12”       46.00  

Quinta do Noval        36.00  

 

Our short-list of recommended 20 year old tawnies 

Quinta de la Rosa        46.00  (50 cl) 

Quinta do Noval        85.00 

 

Our short-list of recommended 30 year old tawnies 

Sandeman  (IWSC 2011 Gold Best in Class)     255.00  

Taylor’s          195.00 

 

Our short-list of recommended 40 year old tawnies 

Quinta do Noval        178.00 

Fonseca         206.40 

 

 

 

 



Colheita 

These are wines from a specific year which are bottled when ready to drink. Until this time, 

maturation will take place in barrels. Colheita Port is filtered and will not benefit from cellaring. They 

are great wines for celebrating birthdays, anniversaries and special occasions as they stem from a 

stated year. Even the opening process is easy as no standing time is required and they may be fridge 

stored for weeks after opening. Ask us for your year of choice. 

 

Drinking & storage notes:  

Store:   Standing, as these are filtered wines 

Drinking well:  When bottled  

Before drinking:  Just open and enjoy, no need to stand 

Serving temperature: 17°C (try slightly cooler until you find the perfect temperature) 

Serve: No need to filter or decant 

After serving: Keep in refrigerator for up to 6 weeks. Alternatively, stand bottle in cool 

location away from sunlight and heat sources. Allow to reach correct 

temperature before serving. Older colheitas should really be enjoyed within a 

few days, as it is a shame to allow slow fading of the flavours and aromas 

Enjoy with: Various foods, depending on the age of the wine  

Our short-list of recommended Colheita Port     75cl 

1937 Warres         395.00 

1951 Kopke         418.50 

1966 Barros (Our top hit)       210.00 

1974 Barros         120.00 

1997  Calém         32.50 

 

 



White Port 

Old white Port is rare and most certainly worth trying at least once.   

 Young white Port may be drunk chilled as a summer cooler. Add ice, tonic and a slice of lemon. The 

Rosé Port we have in our selection is a recent addition to the world of Port and may also be drunk 

neat or with tonic, ice and a slice. It is certainly recommendable. 

Young white Port lends itself to roast chicken or slow roast beef in the oven whilst cooking. Just cover 

the base of the baking tray with White Port. 

 

Drinking & storage notes:  

Store:   Standing 

Before drinking:  Just open and enjoy 

Serving temperature: Chilled  Old White at 12-17°C (to taste) 

After serving: Keep in refrigerator for up to 6 weeks  

  Old White should be consumed within 3 days 

Pair with: As an aperitif, with salted foods. Matches many main course dishes. Old 

White may be paired with dried fruit and unsalted or lightly salted nuts and 

lighter cheeses. 

 

Our short list of recommended White Port     75cl 

Quinta de la Rosa        25.50 

Dows Rosé (Pink Port)        24.80 

1963 Dalva Colheita White  (50 cl)      195.00 

10 year old Ferreira White  (37.5 cl)     22.50  

 

 

 



Ruby & Reserve Port 

These are young ports, bursting with fruit and youth, whilst retaining a balance between sweetness 

and freshness. You will be pleasantly surprised at the quality of the Ruby reserve. This represents the 

standard of a Vintage Port within the Ruby category.  

 

Drinking & storage notes:  

Store:   Standing 

Before drinking:  Just open and enjoy 

Serving temperature: 15°C or slightly chilled 

After serving: Keep in refrigerator for up to 6 weeks  

Pair with: As an aperitif, with salted foods. As an accompaniment to rare meat dishes 

 Use for cooking to make some great port reductions 

 

Our short list of recommended Ruby Port     75cl 

Quinta de la Rosa Finest Reserve      29.50 

Quinta de la Rosa Ruby        25.50 

Ferreira  Dona Antonia Reserva       34.00 

Noval Black (Top Hit)        25.00 

 



Special & Rare Port 

To this category belong the older vintages, the Ports which are produced in very limited quantities 

and those of outstanding quality. By their very nature, these are collector’s items and Ports to savour 

on very special occasions.  Each is a unique wine & deserves to be a part of the cellar of every Port 

lover. The tasting notes are either direct from the Port House or from well known Port experts. It 

may be the case that for each Port shown we only have 1 bottle in stock. We will be happy to locate 

further bottles on demand. 

 

Ca. 1950 Ramos Pinto  “Pinto I”  (Available immediately)  820.00 
Ca.1950 Niepoort VV  (Available immediately)  840.00 

 
 
 

 
 

1945 Niepoort Vintage       4’250.00 

Considered one of the greatest Niepoort vintages. Intense and powerful nose of dark ripe fruit. Very 

smooth palate, concentrated with firm tannins and notes of fresh  fruits. Complexity reveals itself 

slowly. One of the very few wines of this age which will benefit from a couple of hours in the 

decanter. 

 

1963  Quinta do Noval Nacional Vintage     6’250.00 

Forget aromatics and flavour descriptions as this is in a different league. It can be opened now, but it 

will age indefinitely. There’s that gorgeous spine of acidity and lively tannins which are omnipresent 

yet lurking around the corner. The balance is acrobatic by nature with sumptuous fruit that lingers 

like a sweet dream. Drink now or through 2050. One of the greatest Vintage Ports ever made. 

 

 

 



1970 Fonseca Vintage       450.00 

Mellow, sweet and elegant with some cherry notes and fine spiciness. Supple, textured and smooth 

with lovely purity. Good complexity with plenty of flavours. Drink now to 2025. 

 

1970 Dow’s Vintage  (Available immediately)   245.00 

Complex flavours of dark fruits, herbs & fruitcake spices. The scents of chocolate and strawberry are 

supported by cherry pipe tobacco and a touch of spirit. Medium-bodied and smooth sailing with an 

absolutely gorgeous cherry-centric profile and harmonious long finish. Following 40 years of storage, 

the labels were replaced, but correctly show that this particular batch was bottled in England. Half of 

the 1970 Dow’s vintage was bottled in Porto and half in England by Courtenay Wines, London. 

 

1977 Taylor’s Vintage (Available immediately)   480.00 

“The 1977 has consistently been at the top of my list of vintage ports in this great vintage, although 

the Dow, Graham, and Fonseca are equally splendid. It is a mammoth, opaque, statuesque vintage 

port of remarkable depth and power”. (Parker). Complex nose of red and black fruit and dark 

chocolate. Full-bodied classic Taylors. Drink now to 2020. 

 

1977  Fonseca        544.00  

It has opened up into a mammoth wine with so much fruit that it crushes your palate. Deep ruby, 

with ripe raspberry and cherry aromas. Full-bodied with layers of concentrated sweet raspberry 

flavours, tons of tannin and an incredibly long finish.   

 

1980 Dow’s Vintage  (Available immediately)   164.00 

Dows consistently produce top wines. Their wines are less sweet than those from many other Port 

houses. This means that any poor quality may not be covered up by sweetness. Rich ruby colour not 

showing its age. The nose reveals dark plumy fruit. Rich and dry on the palate, a great combination 

and a sexy wine with a long lingering finish. Drink now or keep until the occasion arises. 

 

1983 Graham’s Vintage (Available immediately)   125.00 

Pronounced nose of fresh and dried fruit, with plums, figs & some bitter chocolate and fruitcake 

hints. Full and rich and with a very long finish. One of the best 1983 Vintage Ports and a wine which 

will keep for another 20 years or more, despite being very drinkable now.  

 

 



1983 Cockburn’s Vintage  (Available immediately)  135.00 

The colour shows medium-red raspberry. Aromas are spicy cherry pipe tobacco with hints of spices 

and chocolate. The palate is full bodied and voluptuous. Red currants, toffee, walnut and mocha are 

all evident. Drinking very well now until 2020. One to buy and enjoy with friends. 

 

1994  Quinta do Vesuvio Vintage (Available immediately)  144.00 

Inky dark colour. On the nose an outstanding concentration of floral and ripe fruit aromas, with hints 

of bitter chocolate. On the palate, massive structure with distinctive berry fruit flavours and very 

superb tannic grip. Very concentrated and long finish. Start drinking 2015, but one which will keep 

for a long time. Made for the aficionado of the classic Vintage Port. This is value for money at this 

price. It will not remain so for too long. 

 

1994 Taylor’s   (Available immediately)  405.50 

A very deep wine, almost black. Classic Taylor’s. Very fruity nose. Huge, powerful palate with massive 

tannic grip and complex flavours of blackberries and dark chocolate and even strong coffee. Start 

drinking in 2030 – 2050.  

 

1992 Taylor’s (37.5 cl)       295.00   

Inky black colour. Soft fig and date nose. Medium sweet with a very firm tannic grip covering a 

myriad of layers of flavour. Start drinking in 2020 – 2050.  This is a Robert Parker 100 point wine. 

 

2000 Quinta do Noval Nacional Vintage     1’850.00 

Dark inky colour. Super ripe rich fruit and spicy nose, incredible. Sweet dark fruits but with stern, 

savoury, spicy earthy notes too. Fresh and bright with a hint of mint. Palate is dense and elegant with 

lovely dense black fruit flavours and velvety tannins. Well balanced. Amazing minty freshness here. 

Beautifully pure and focused with great fruit purity and structure. Good long finish. Wine Spectator 

(95+). Quinta do Noval recommends 15 years minimum aging in bottle, so start drinking in 2020. The 

Port Club recommends at least a 30 year bottle maturity period. 

 

2003 Quinta do Noval Nacional Vintage (Available immediately) 1’250.00 

Super concentrated. Dark colour. Brooding nose with savoury, spicy notes alongside taut dark fruits – 

plum and blackberry. Very fine and elegant. The palate has a freshness from the cassis and liquorice 

and a focus to the precise concentrated dark fruits. Rich ripe grape & fruit. Full bodied with massive 

tannins which will keep this wine going for a very long time. Amazing structure and some earthy, 

spicy notes. Just fantastic. A shame to drink before 2030, but good investment potential at this price.          


